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Abstract: The approach of an integrated electricity market is widespread across Europe, since such
a market structure has numerous benefits for both the grid and consumers. The current structure
and the related policy framework of the electricity markets adopted within the European countries is
based on a benchmark model, the so-called Target Model, which describes a reference energy market
framework. In this paper, a comprehensive overview of the legislative effort and the resulting Target
Model is provided, aiming to set the basis for the description of the adopted electricity markets in
Europe. In a second stage, the current status of the Greek electricity market that operates under the
Target model scheme is given via the analysis of the involved submarkets, i.e., the forward market,
the day-ahead market, the intraday market, and the balancing market. An intricate case study of
the Target Model operation in the Greek electricity market within a day of operation is examined,
which actually completes the former description. Within the case study, the Greek electricity market
is further investigated for its efficiency and the impact on the obtained electricity prices from the first
day of the Target Model implementation, which took place in November 2020, and, finally, today is
analysed. The results show an overall successful implementation and satisfactory performance of the
Target Model in Greece, with an important main result being the reduction of prices in the balancing
market and the increase of the intraday market liquidity. However, several challenges are identified
and described in detail, while at the same time measures for their confrontation are proposed in order
to improve market operation and fully exploit the benefits of the Target Model.

Keywords: Greek electricity market; Target Model; market mechanisms; electricity pricing; electricity
policy; market integration

1. Introduction

The term internal market defines a single market that assures the exchange of goods,
services, capital, and person and in which citizens are free to live, work, and study [1].
An integrated pan-European energy market is the most cost effective way to ensure secure
and affordable energy supplies to all European Union (EU) citizens. In that framework,
energy is produced in one EU country and delivered for consumption in another, a fact that
leads to an optimal and efficient price environment, while at the same time consumers are
flexible to choose from a variety of energy suppliers. The EU is attempting to progressively
unify the existing internal energy market via an organized effort, which started more than
20 years ago and is still in progress [2]. In 1996, particularly, the EU gradually enabled the
competition in the energy market, aiming to create a single integrated internal European
electricity market, able to achieve reduced overall grid costs, benefit security of supply,
competitive prices, and enhanced services to consumers [3,4].

This integrated internal energy market in Europe has been established through several
legislative packages. The fourth energy package, the so-called Clean Energy Package (CEP)
builds further on the energy policy framework defined by the previous packages and paves
the way for a gradual transition from fossil fuels to a carbon free economy [5]. The resulting
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policy framework is incorporated in one benchmark model, the so-called Target Model [5,6].
Within the Target Model, electricity can be treated as any other commodity with the price
to be determined based on the EU countries supply and demand and all its participants
including operators, suppliers, retailers, and consumers of all generation, transmission,
and distribution levels to interact in an organized and productive manner [5,7]. The com-
plete energy market structured under the Target Model framework offers power trading
capabilities in different time scales and various levels [8]. During trading, each amount of
energy is agreed to be delivered over a specified period in the future and at a predetermined
price per unit. Based on their time-scale, operation markets range from real-time to long
term. Within the Target Model, the operation of a sequence of markets, from long term to
real-time, is defined, which enable the proper function of the wholesale electricity market,
namely the forward market (FM), the day-ahead market (DAM), the intra-day market
(IDM), and the balancing market (BM) [9].

Several studies have been carried out on the effectiveness of the implementation
of the Target Model in EU counties. A detailed study of how bilateral contracts affect
electricity markets and lead to increased profits for the overall economy is presented in
Refs. [10,11]. In particular, the impact of replacing the explicit auction mechanism with
a Target Model in the Italian electricity market is assessed in Ref. [12]. Using different
scenarios, the study concluded that there are many benefits of using market coupling,
such as the facilitating cross-border congestion management and maximizing the use of
interconnection capacity between countries. In the same vein, other studies assess the imple-
mentation of Target Model in the British [13], Irish [14], Spanish [15], and Dutch electricity
market [16]. In Ref. [17], the authors presented useful lessons from EU electricity market
integration with increasing intermittent renewables in the UK electricity market. Regarding
the Irish electricity market [18], the authors supported that regulatory authorities should
promote competition in the FM. The studies related to the Spanish and Portuguese markets
have limited interconnection capacity with other countries, and operate as independent
markets [16]. As a result, this limited electricity interconnection capacity leads to higher
energy prices. Finally, an overview of Dutch market is presented in Ref. [19], describing
and analysing the clearing mechanism in the DAM, IDM, and BM.

The Greek electricity market currently operates under the Target model framework.
In the literature, there are some attempts towards describing and analysing the wholesale
electricity market [20–23] before the implementation of the Target Model in the Greek
electricity market. In addition, an overview of the Greek market operation after the
first three months under the EU Target Model implementation is presented in Ref. [24].
In Ref. [25], the Target Model in the Greek wholesale electricity market and its impact on
electricity prices is examined, after the first nine months of its implementation. The present
work aims at describing in detail the application of the Target model in the Greek electricity
market. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no similar study in the recent
literature providing a holistic review of the Greek electricity market for the entire period
after the EU Target Model implementation.

To be more specific, in the present study the complete sequence of the involved sub-
markets in the Greek electricity market are thoroughly analysed and discussed, while its
performance is examined via an intricate case study. The different submarkets results
operated within the Greek electricity market on a selected day involve the actual conducted
trades, the resulting prices, and volumes of all different markets and are given in an attempt
to examine the complete market operation. The results indicate an overall satisfactory
performance. To be more specific, the DAM operates smoothly and has sufficient liquidity
while the IDM includes trivial volumes and limited liquidity. Concerning the BM, one can
observe a sufficient traded volume that is preferable to decrease due to the volatile price
environment of the real-time transactions within the BM. Those and other challenges have
been identified lately, especially after the most recent market reform [26], the increasing
penetration of renewable energy sources (RES), and the necessity for the consumers involve-
ment in the market procedure [23,27,28]. All those reasons hinder the smooth and reliable
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operation of the Target Model, while encumbering its improvement towards achieving full
compliance with the European archetypes [23].

In that framework, a variety of measures has been considered, aiming to overcome
the aforementioned challenges and enhance the successful operation of both the electricity
market and the grid in Greece. The latter involves additional participation within the Greek
market such as RES, demand side response (DSR), and storage, introduction of percentage
limitations on the traded energy, and refurbishment of the bidding procedures [28–31].
In addition, one of the most important measures towards the efficient and reliable market
operation includes the proposal of new platforms and the expansion of the existing ones
within the market structure. In the present work, all the aforementioned and complemen-
tary measures are presented and thoroughly analysed for the complete sequence of the
markets in Greece.

The main objectives of the present work involve (i) the provision of a detailed overview
of the involved submarkets in the Greek electricity market, which include the FM, the DAM,
the IDM, and the BM, (ii) an analysis of the complete sequence of the involved submarkets,
(iii) provision and comparison of the different submarket results, and (iv) a comprehensive
analysis of the identified challenges within the market operation and complementary
measures for their confrontation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description
of the legislative effort towards establishing the general framework for an integrated
electricity market is provided. In Section 3, the different markets involved in the proposed
Target Model are analysed, while in Section 4, the current market status in Greece after
the application of the Target Model is presented in detail. In Section 5, a case study of the
Greek market operation is provided and examined. Based on that case study, in Section 6
several challenges of the Greek electricity market are identified and discussed, while several
measures towards a more efficient and reliable system operation are proposed. Finally,
in Section 7 some useful conclusions are drawn.

2. The Electricity Market Policy Framework

The integrated energy market approach in Europe has been established via an exten-
sive legislative effort incorporated into four legislative packages. The first energy package
consists of two Directives; the electricity Directive 96/92/EC [32] and the GAS Direc-
tive 98/30/EC [33], which laid down the provision for the liberalization of the internal
market of electricity and GAS. The second energy package contains two Directives and
one Regulation that extended the liberalization of the energy market. In particular, it
involves electricity Directive 2003/55/EC [34] and Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 [35] about
cross-border exchanges in electricity. The third energy package involves two Directives and
three Regulations related to the electricity market. Specifically, Directive 2009/72/EC [36]
contained common rules for the internal market in electricity, Regulation (EC) 714/2009 [37]
contained conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity,
and Regulation (EC) 713/2009 [38] provided the establishment of the Agency for the Coop-
eration of Energy Regulators (ACER). The package entered into force in September 2009 [9].
The Electricity Directive 2009/72/EC remained in force until the end of 2020, when the
new electricity market rules were applied.

The fourth package, namely CEP, consists of four Directives and four Regulations [5].
The most important legislation concerning the electricity sector is the electricity Regulation
(EU) 2019/943 [39], which sets the principles for the internal EU electricity market and
focuses on the wholesale market and the network operation, and the electricity Directive
(EU) 2019/944 [40], which sets the rules for the generation, transmission, distribution,
supply, and storage of electricity while simultaneously empowering consumer participation
in the energy market. The fifth energy package, namely “Fit for 55” package, was presented
by European Commission in July 2021 and made a set of proposals and Directives in order
to achieve even higher targets for greenhouse gas emissions reduction and increasing
the share of RES in the EU energy mix by 2030, compared to the previous packages.
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Specifically, the targets of “Fit for 55” are a 55% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
and 40% increase of RES by 2030, relative to the 1990 level [41]. The Directives of “Fit
for 55” package include (i) a revision of the Emissions Trading System by increasing the
emission reduction obligation for the included sectors from 40% to 61% by 2030 and by
including additional polluting sectors such as maritime, shipping, and future addition of
travel and real estate by 2026 [42], (ii) amendment of the energy efficiency Directive, which
concerns the achievement of EU objectives for overall improvements in energy efficiency
and is achieved by removing the obstacles that have been identified. The new target for
improvement in overall energy efficiency is 39% by 2030. (iii) A definition of Carbon Border
Adjustment Mechanism that aims to protect the EU industry by asking energy producers
from other regions with lower costs production, mainly due to weaker environmental
standards, to pay for emissions as EU companies [43], and (iv) provision of incentives to
investors for new projects in the field of renewable hydrogen energy [44].

All this legislative effort has been converted into network codes that set the principles
for the efficient and reliable operation of the market. These network codes describe the
market design for the European internal electricity market [45]. Corresponding legislation
includes Directives 2009/72/EC, Directive (EU) 2019/944, and Regulation (EU) 2019/943,
which contain common rules for the internal market in electricity, Regulation (EC) 714/2009,
which contains conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity,
i.e., the Electricity Balancing Guideline (EB GL), Regulation (EU) 2017/2195 [46], which
lays out detailed rules for the integration of balancing energy markets in Europe, Regula-
tion (EU) 2017/1485 [47], which sets harmonized rules for transmission system operators
(TSOs), distribution system operators (DSOs) and significant grid users, i.e., the System
Operation Guideline (SO GL), in order to provide a legal framework for the operation of the
interconnected transmission system aiming to maintain system security, Regulation (EU)
2015/1222 [48], which establishes a guideline on capacity allocation and congestion man-
agement (CACM GL), and Regulation (EU) 2016/1719 [20], which establishes a guideline
on forward capacity allocation (FCA GL) [49].

In Greece, all these attempts towards an integrated energy market are concentrated
on the application of the Target Model [50,51]. The latter describes the operation of the
electricity market, since 1 November 2020, and is based on Laws 4425/2016 and 4512/2018
of the Greek Ministry [9]. The reformation of the electricity market in Greece started several
years ago and has been realized via various legislative steps; see Figure 1 [52]. In particular,
Law 2773/1999 laid the foundations of the Greek electricity market liberalization and the
regulation of some key points of the national energy policy [53,54]. It also introduced the
Regulatory Authority of Energy (RAE) to monitor and control the electricity market. Law
3426/2005 introduced several additions into Law 2773/1999 that accelerated the electricity
market liberalization process [55,56]. In 2011, the Greek government proposed a compre-
hensive new legislation in order to convert the third EU Directive into national law and
reform the electricity sector. In particular, Law 4001/2011 introduced the transition from
the Independent System Operator model to the Independent Power Transmission Operator
(IPTO) model [55,56], and strengthened the energy regulator (RAE), by transforming it into
a distinct legal entity aiming to grant its financial autonomy. The financial and operational
independence of RAE has been further strengthened by Law 4425/2016. Laws 4336/2015,
4389/2016, and 4393/2016 provided the framework for undertaking NOME (Nouvelle
Organization du Marché de l’Electricité) auctions to enhance market competition [53,54].
The most recent regulatory reform, related to the implementation of the electricity Target
Model in Greece, is Law 1090/2018, published in the Official Government Gazette of the
Hellenic Republic on 31/12/2018 [9,57]. In that framework, the current market model in
Greece is set to apply all four markets deriving from the relevant legislation, namely the
FM, DAM, IDM, and BM [9,53,54]. The operation and monitoring of the electricity market
in Greece until 2018 (DAM and IDM) was operated by the Hellenic Electricity Market
Operator (LAGIE). In 2018, the Hellenic Energy Exchange (HEnEx) was established in
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order to operate the energy market and to be responsible for the clearing and settlement of
the transactions.

Figure 1. The Greek electricity market liberalization process.

3. The Target Model Architecture

The actual structure of the Target Model in terms of its technical functioning is quite
complex, however, its fundamental scheme is simple enough to describe. The Target Model,
shown in Figure 2, is implemented through four electricity markets operating on energy
exchange, namely the FM, the DAM, the IDM, and the BM, and a coordinated approach
for capacity allocation [58,59]. The four different markets cooperate in order to achieve
one dominant price across the EU countries, while electricity is generated, transported,
delivered, and used in various levels and timeframes.

Figure 2. Target model general architecture.

3.1. Forward Energy Market

FM operates for years up to the day before the delivery and participants agree on a
price for electricity purchase in the future [60]. The FM is defined to minimize the exposure
of its participants to price fluctuations by determining long-term contracts. The risk
reducing mechanism within the FM that limits and protects participants from the IDM
volatility is called hedging [60]. In the FM framework, there are forward contracts, future
contracts, and options calls. Forward electricity contracts represent agreements for purchase
and sale of fixed amounts of electricity at a given price and certain time period in the
future. Forwards do not trade on a centralized exchange, instead trading over-the-counter
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(OTC), and are highly customizable, allowing for a customized date and price. Futures
are standardized contracts for purchase or sell of electricity at a predetermined price at
a specified time in the future with the obligation of physical delivery. Futures contracts
are standardized for quality and quantity, and facilitate trading on a futures exchange,
giving more flexibility to the involved parties. The buyer or seller of a future contract is
taking on the obligation to buy or sell the specified amount of electricity when the futures
contract expires. An option is a contract that gives the holder of the option the right to
buy or sell a specified energy amount during a certain future time period and at a fixed
price [61]. Therefore, an option provides more flexibility than a forward contract since the
holder can decide whether or not the option is exercised depending on the availability of
its generating units and the pool price behaviour. Nonetheless, whereas signing a forward
contract entails no cost, there is a non-refundable cost to acquire an option [61]. Futures
and options traded on a futures exchange allow the sellers or buyers of electricity the
certainty on the price they will receive or pay for their products at the market. Exchanges
are performed by the European Energy Exchange (EEX). Contracts trading on an exchange
have standardized sizes, expiration dates, and for options strike prices [61]. Exchanges
also provide pricing information, including price, bids, and offers, and clearing services
ensuring that participants do not have to worry about the risk of a trade failure [61].

The resulting energy prices in the FM framework are determined in each bidding zone
that in most cases overlaps the national borders and includes multiple countries. Trading
occurs both within the limits of a bidding zone or between different zones. Cross-zonal
trading is performed based on FCA GL and the allocation of the transmission capacity is
defined explicitly [62]. In such an explicit cross-border allocation, transmission capacity is
traded apart from electric energy. This implies that market players first buy the physical
transmission rights (PTRs) to use the transmission capacity between two market zones
(forward capacity market) before buying or selling electricity in another zone (forward
energy market). The allocation of the short-term and long-term cross-border capacity
for all TSOs within the EU is performed by the Joint Allocation Office (JAO) through
explicit auctions. JAO has been designated a Single Allocation Platform and belongs to
25 TSOs from 22 countries of the EU. IPTO is a member of JAO and holds a 5% stake in the
company’s share capital.

3.2. Day-Ahead Market

The DAM is a very important part of the Target model. Its name stems from the fact
that electricity transactions are delivered on the next day of their auction. During closure of
the DAM, in each market the scheduled generation is necessary to be equal to the forecasted
demand adjusted to the net import or export. Participants of the DAM are mandatorily the
producers, while all others are able to participate optionally. Each participant submits a
balanced portfolio (nominations) to the system operator in order to provide information
related to the planned generation or consumption for every unit in its position [3,62].
The accepted bid price is set at a marginal price, which is defined as the financial settlement
of purchase and sell of energy [62]. In addition, bilateral OTC contracts and contracts
with obligation of physical delivery are considered, which actually result from the FM and
are allocated explicitly within the DAM. Coupling of the different EU countries DAMs is
achieved via implicit allocation of the transmission capacity, which in fact implies that bids
are accepted up to the point when congestion issues occur.

Currently, the EU’s main objective is to finalize the adoption of the single pan-
European cross-zonal day-ahead electricity market, the so-called single day-ahead coupling
(SDAC); see Figure 3. The latter effort stems from the initiative of Price Coupling of Regions
(PCR), which is based on the CACM GL [63]. SDAC allocates scarce cross-border transmis-
sion capacity in the most efficient way by coupling the electricity markets from different
regions through a common algorithm that takes into account cross-border transmission con-
straints. The algorithm applied is the Pan-European Hybrid Electricity Market Integration
Algorithm (EUPHEMIA) and it is compliant with CACM GL requirements [64,65]. DAM
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coupling requires input data from all involved Nominated Electricity Market Operators
(NEMOs) and TSOs. Essentially bids, offers, and network capacities and constraints are
matched by EUPHEMIA and are validated. The outputs, such as matched trades, clearing
prices, and scheduled exchanges are afterwards forwarded to NEMOs and TSOs. These
procedures occur within precise and tight timelines, while ensuring optimal economic
solutions, high performance, and robustness. In 2023, flow-based implicit allocation within
the DAM will be implemented in the framework of the Core Flow-Based Market Coupling
Project [64,66,67].

Figure 3. Members of the single day-ahead coupling (SDAC) [63].

3.3. Intra-Day Market

The IDM involves the trading of electricity that occurs the same day of delivery. IDM
participants have the opportunity to proceed with corrections in the day-ahead bids, close
to the time of physical delivery when DAM deviations emerge in order to reduce their
exposure to imbalance costs. The intraday nominations are integrated to the day-ahead
nominations of the participants. The transactions in the IDM are related to upward and
downward deviations and their financial settlement is based on market equilibrium prices
that are common for both upward and downward changes [68,69]. The methodology
that prices cross-zonal intra-day capacity is described based on the cross-border intra-day
(XBID) trading and the single intra-day coupling (SIDC) solution.

The XBID trading solution is an initiative that establishes a common cross-border
implicit continuous intra-day trading solution across Europe, as shown in Figure 4, aiming
to allocate all the cross-border capacities. The purpose of the XBID is to increase the over-
all intra-day trading efficiency and to create welfare benefits [70]. The XBID consortium
partners consist of the European NEMOs, such as EPEXSPOT, GME, NordPool, and OMIE,
and several TSOs. The XBID solution supports both explicit allocation and implicit con-
tinuous trading on all bidding zone borders. It is in line with the EU Target Model for an
integrated IDM. The connection of EU IDMs through XBID is an important mechanism for
market participants to keep their positions balanced and to optimize the use of generation
and the DSR products development.
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Figure 4. Members of the cross-border intraday (XBID) trading solution and the single intra-day
coupling (SIDC) [70–72].

The adoption of the XBID project across the EU resulted in the SIDC. The SIDC
objective is to allow for continuous cross-border trading across Europe in order to create
a single EU cross-zonal intra-day electricity market [71,72]. SIDC offers several benefits
to market participants and power systems such as the reduction of the need for reserves
and associated costs without affecting the system security since it allows an adequate
amount of time for carrying out system operation processes. Within the SIDC solution,
three pan-European auctions are performed. The latter are currently called complementary
intra-day auctions (CRIDAs) and in the next years they will be outplaced by the term
intra-day auctions. The IDM design also involves an implicit continuous trade-matching
algorithm that couples the IDMs at European level with first-come first-serve capacity
allocation, based on the CAMC GL. It is also possible for individual regions to implement
complementary auctions in a unified framework that involves continuous trading [68,69].

The execution of CRIDAs for the pricing of cross-border capacity, EUPHEMIA is
adopted. It is used to calculate energy allocation, net positions, and electricity prices across
Europe, maximize the overall welfare, and increase the transparency of the computation of
prices and power flows resulting in net positions. Orders entered by market participants
in one country can be matched by orders similarly submitted by market participants in
any other country, provided there is cross-zonal capacity available. The SIDC supports
both explicit and implicit continuous trading and is in line with the EU Target Model for an
integrated cross-zonal IDM [72]. SIDC has been expanded in several phases, also referred
to as waves. The map in Figure 4 shows the geographic spread of the implemented SIDCs.
The first go-live wave was in June 2018 and was included 15 countries. A second go-live
with 7 further countries was achieved in November 2019, and a third go-live including Italy
was in September 2021. Greece is expected to be coupled with the other SIDC members by
the end of 2022 [72].

3.4. Balancing Market

The main purpose of the BM is to correct imbalances between input and output in the
electricity system, close to real-time [73]. In particular, the TSOs of each country procure
both the balancing capacity related to the systems reserve requirements and energy for the
imbalance between production and demand in real-time. A BM can be divided into three
basic submarkets; (i) the balancing capacity market that ensures the sufficient reserves,
(ii) the balancing energy market that activates energy in real-time to ensure that the system
is in balance while meeting demand for energy and reserves by taking into account all
the technical constraints of the system, and (iii) the imbalance settlement process which
allocates the BM revenues and costs to the participants [73,74]; see Figure 2. Within the
balancing capacity market, balancing responsible parties (BRPs) state their planned energy
generation and consumption to the system operator the day before the delivery. The con-
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tracts are done one year ahead up to one day ahead of delivery [62,69]. The contracted
parties in the balancing capacity market then offer balancing energy in the balancing energy
markets [49]. Within the balancing energy market, balance service providers (BSPs) submit
balancing service bids to the system operator, which in its turn procures the prices in
order to secure the system balance. The volume of activated energy depends on real-time
imbalances [62,73]. During the imbalance settlement, energy imbalances that occur between
the BRPs submitted energy and the activated energy is settled [73,74]. Particularly, the TSO
is responsible for settling the imbalances by activating reserves and by setting tariffs to the
contacted parties for imbalances in their portfolios.

The restoration reserves (RRs) used in BMs include (i) upward and downward fre-
quency containment reserves (FCRs), (ii) upward and downward manual frequency restora-
tion reserve (mFRR), (iii) upward and downward automatic frequency restoration reserve
(aFRR), and (iv) upward and downward balancing energy. The FCRs, formerly called
“primary reserves”, are used to stabilize the frequency within the time frame of seconds by
means of automatic controlled and locally activated reserves [75]. Frequency restoration
reserves (FRRs), formerly called “secondary reserves”, are used to restore the system bal-
ance, are active in the range of seconds up to 15 min, are controlled automatically, and are
activated centrally [73,75]. Replacement reserves, formerly called “tertiary reserves”, are
used to restore the system balance when FRRs are not able to do so (i.e., in case of major
imbalances) and allow the FRR units to return to their pre-imbalance status, allowing them
to be ready for the next short-term imbalance intervention. Replacement reserves are active
in the range of minutes to hours, controlled manually, and activated locally [75].

A main characteristic when calculating an imbalance price is the imbalance settlement
period, which defines the frequency of the determination and publication of imbalance price
signals sent to BRPs [73,74]. Imbalance prices are based on the regulation prices or costs
and consequently they reflect the real-time balancing costs. Those costs are allocated to the
BRBs, aiming to balance their energy portfolio. BSBs receive the upward regulation price in
case marginal price is used or the bid price in case of pay-as-bid pricing, in order to provide
upward regulation. Similarly, BSPs that provide downward regulation pay the downward
regulation price or the bid price. The EB GL regulation and the recast of electricity regulation
provide clear provisions on the imbalance settlement and, among others, establishes a
harmonized time unit of 15 min for which the BRPs’ imbalances have to be calculated [76].

A core element of the EB GL regulation is the implementation of platforms for the
exchange of balancing energy. TSOs from all EU countries are required to implement four
platforms, for RR, mFRR, aFRR, and imbalance netting (IN) purposes [77,78]. The projects
that are in the lead of its design and implementation are the (i) Trans–European Replace-
ment Reserves Exchange (TERRE) for the RR platform, (ii) Manually Activated Reserves
Initiative (MARI) for the mFRR platform, (iii) Platform for the International Coordina-
tion of Automated Frequency Restoration and Stable System Operation (PICASSO) for
the aFRR platform, and (iv) International Grid Control Cooperation (IGCC) for the IN
platform [79–82].

In the framework of the BM, redispatching of the generation units also occurs. The term
redispatching in the EU internal electricity market means a measure activated by one or
several system operators by modifying the generation and/or load pattern to change
physical flows in the transmission system and relieve a physical congestion. Redispatching
is needed when the market outcome results in generation and consumption schedules that
would lead to a potential violation of operational limits of a certain network element within
a bidding zone. The CEP organizes redispatching in a market-based manner. Currently,
in most EU countries, generation units are still legally obliged to participate in redispatch,
and the regulated prices, or prior opportunity costs from the wholesale market, are paid to
the owner of the redispatched resources [62].

Remuneration of activated internal or cross-zonal redispatching varies among the EU
countries. A categorization of the different pricing mechanisms for redispatching existing in
different countries result in price-related, cost-related, and cost-related plus an additional
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margin pricing. The most common method used is the pay-as-bid pricing followed by the
regulated pricing, based on either a market price (e.g., day-ahead price) or a cost-based
pricing (e.g., remuneration of the fuel cost and other costs related to the change in the
plants operating schedule) [83].

4. The Electricity Market in Greece

In the present work, the outcome of the Target Model application in Greece is exam-
ined. In that framework, the complete sequence of the implemented markets within the
current wholesale market in Greece, i.e., the FM, the DAM, the IDM, and the BM and their
linkages with OTC bilateral agreements and the rest of market participants are described in
detail [84–86]; see Figure 5. The latter description includes all relevant information about
the existing market timeframes, the adopted pricing methods, the applied optimization
algorithms, the resulting price limits, the mathematical representation of the remunerated
products within the markets and other useful market specifications that are provided to
complete the current market description [50].

Figure 5. Interconnections through the sequence of markets in Greece [87].

4.1. Forward Market in Greece

The new energy FM in Greece has been launched in March 2020 and operates by the
HEnEx, under the guidance of the Hellenic Capital Markets Commission, while the Athens
Exchange Clearing House (ATHEXClear) performs transaction clearing, and provides
the possibility of trading both financially and physically settled forward contracts [26,86].
Participation is provisional and involves producers, suppliers, traders, aggregators, and con-
sumers. The Greek FM actually constitutes a Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II)
compatible market, accompanied by a European market infrastructure regulation (EMIR)
compliant central counterparty, particularly ATHEXClear, that clears the OTC derivatives
contracts. This market provides several benefits to its participants such as increased reliabil-
ity, transparency, efficiency, and minimization of counterparty credit risk exposure [84–86].
In the new market structure imposed by the Target Model, transactions are designed to
occur on the days set in the trading days calendar. Two months before the end of each year,
HEnEx is obliged to issue the trading days calendar of the following year [87]. The buyer of
a contract within the FM has the obligation to buy a certain quantity of electricity, and the
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seller has the obligation to sell a certain quantity of electricity at a certain price and a
predefined date, either bilaterally via OTC contracts or through the FM process [84–86].
At the same time, FM participants are completely flexible to differentiate their position
within that horizon.

Forward contracts are designed to be monthly or yearly standardized contracts [85].
The value of the forward contracts per load profile, including peakload and baseload, are
calculated as the average value of the DAM during their delivery period. The baseload
profile provides a constant energy delivery rate for all hours, Monday to Sunday, while
the peakload profile provides a constant energy delivery rate from 08:00 to 20:00 CET,
Monday to Friday [86]. Within the FM in Greece, HEnEx operates the OASIS trading
system, a platform that provides high security and reliability on buying or selling energy
and commodity products [86]. Trading is performed either via continuous trading, or via
predefined trades, or via auction calls in the framework of the automatic volatility interrup-
tion mechanism. The name of each trading series within the Greek FM contains information
about the country (i.e., “GR” stands for Greece), the type of commodity (i.e., “E” stands
for electricity), the load profile (i.e., “B” stands for baseload, “P” stands for peakload),
the delivery duration (i.e., “M” for monthly, “Q” for quarterly, “Y” for yearly), and finally
the delivery period (month and year). The types of orders that could be submitted in the
FM involve the limit orders, linked orders, and iceberg orders. An order may be submitted
with the execution and time requirements, such as good for the day, good till cancelled,
good till date, immediate or cancel, fill or kill, all or none, and stop. Besides the regular type
orders, market making orders can be submitted [86]. Market makers fulfil their obligations
by entering quotes in the system, whose main characteristic is that when submitted, they
replace the corresponding previous active orders. A market maker is actually a liquidity
provider that quotes both a buy and a sell price in a tradable commodity aiming to make a
profit on the bid–ask spread. The function of a market maker is to help limit price volatility
by setting a limited trading price range for the assets being traded. Those orders are
supervised by HEnEx and are usually daily orders. The handling of these orders regarding
rectifications or cancellations is performed in the same manner as simple orders [86].

In the FM, participants can also benefit by trading energy via the registration of
bilateral OTC contracts with physical delivery obligations at the Energy Trading Spot
Market System (ETSS) of HEnEx [87]. Only the participants of the DAM have the option
of physical settlement of the amount of electrical energy that corresponds to the positions
they hold in OTC contracts. Particularly, based on the available capacity of generating units
and RES, and the long term PTRs of the participant per interconnection and per direction
for each market time unit of the delivery day, the net delivery positions are calculated.
The net delivery position for each participant is calculated as the sum of sales minus the
sum of purchases of the participant within the FM, both in a continuous and bilateral
way [87]. Afterwards, the participants in the physical delivery nominations allocate the
energy quantities exchanged within the FM to their production resources (generating units,
RES, etc.) or to imports and interconnections for the physical settlement of electricity. In a
similar manner, the participant in the context of physical offtake nominations allocate the
energy quantity of the FM to their load portfolios, pumping units, and exports [55].

4.2. Day-Ahead Market in Greece

The DAM in Greece is an hourly spot market, that balances demand and supply via
regulating the electricity prices. Participants are able to submit the amount of energy they
want to trade within the DAM on the day before the delivery, disregarding commitments
through the FM or outside it. In the DAM the traded quantities result from bilateral OTC
contracts and from the FM with the obligation of physical delivery. Participation in the
DAM is mandatory for producers and provisional for all other participants. Producers are
obliged to submit sell orders for the available capacity of the generating units they represent
that has not been already allocated via physical delivery nomination [55]. In the framework
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of the DAM, implicit allocation of the transmission capacity between the different market
zones also occurs [88].

The Greek DAM is integrated into the pan-European DAM since February 2015,
when Greece joined the multi-regional coupling (MRC) area [84]. The latter aimed at
coupling Greece with many countries, among them the neighbouring countries Italy and
Bulgaria. The Greece–Italy market coupling extension was launched in December 2019
with the initiative of Italian Borders Working Table (IBWT) and implemented a day-ahead
coupling mechanism with implicit capacity allocation on the borders via the high voltage
DC (HVDC) interconnector. In a similar manner, the Bulgarian–Greek market coupling
project was launched as a part of the IBWT regional project in May 2021. The European
Commission extended those coupling mechanisms via the establishment of a SDAC [89].
In that framework, the market coupling of the Greek bidding zone directly with Italy and
Bulgaria and indirectly with all the other EU countries occurs in the DAM via the adoption
of EUPHEMIA [90,91]. As far as the non-European countries Southeast Electricity Network
Coordination Center (SEleNe CC) was introduced by the TSOs of Greece, Bulgaria, Italy,
and Romania. In July 2022, SEleNe CC transformed into a Regional Coordination Center
(RCC) aiming to effectively address the technical challenges between all neighbouring
countries outside the EU [90,91].

In the current market state, before the initialization of the DAM, some pre-market
operations are performed. The latter involve the physical delivery of trades on energy
financial instruments concluded either within the FM or bilaterally and are subject to
physical delivery in the DAM [55]. Additionally, based on the results of the intra-day
auctions for the allocation of the PTRs to non-coupled interconnections, HEnEx calculates
the maximum energy quantities for which DAM orders can be submitted for imports and
exports [55]. In the DAM, the delivery day consists of 24 market time units [84,85]. Gate
opening is at 10:00 CET, two days before the delivery, and gate closure time is at 12:00 CET
of the day before the delivery [59]; see Figure 6. The product traded is an hourly contract of
electricity with physical delivery that specifies the quantity and price. The supported orders
in the DAM are of several types, such as hourly hybrid orders composed of step and linear
segments for each market time unit of the delivery day, block orders consisting of a fixed
price limit, a minimum acceptance ratio, and an energy quantity for a number of market
time units within the delivery day. There are also linked block orders that include individual
block orders linked to each other via a parent child relationship, and exclusive group of
block orders [55]. Block orders can only be submitted by producers with thermal plants.
The hourly hybrid bids are the most common type of bids in power exchanges, and the
essential information required on each bid includes information about the participant, type
of bid (sell or buy), hour of the day, quantity, and price [84,85].

Figure 6. Timeframes of the applied auctions through the sequence of markets in Greece.

Market participants submit their bids throughout ETSS to HEnEx. After receiving the
bids, a verification and validation process is performed [84,85]. Afterwards, a binary (gen-
eration and demand) auction algorithm is performed and a clearing price is determined for
every hour. The resulting market clearing price (MCP) is calculated based on the financial
settlement of the market. The objective of the DAM auction mechanism that is performed
via EUPHEMIA is the maximization of the social welfare of the coupled European DAMs,
namely the maximization of the sum of surpluses DAM_S of sell and buy orders included
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in the shared orders plus the congestion rent DAM_CR that corresponds to the difference
between two neighbouring bidding zones connected through an interconnection. The pro-
cedure of the adopted auction algorithm can be described as given in Equations (1)–(3).
The DAM problem constraints include the energy balance Equation (3) which states that
the sum of accepted sell order quantities equals the sum of accepted buy order quantities,
and any allocation constraints among the bidding zones in the coupling region [55,91].

maxp,i(DAM_S(p, i) + DAM_CR(i1, i2)) (1)

maxp,i(|DAM_MCP(i)− Pr(p, i) ∗ E(o)|+
+|DAM_MCP(i1)− DAM_MCP(i2)| ∗ |Ei1,i2|) (2)

∑ Eosell = ∑ Eobuy (3)

where DAM_MCP(i) represents the MCP of the DAM of the bidding zone i, Pr(p, i) is
the price of the relative accepted sell or buy order, Eo is the accepted energy quantity of
the relative accepted sell or buy order, and Ei1,i2 stands for the exchanged energy quantity
transferred from the bidding zone with the lower MCP i1 to the bidding zone with the
higher MCP i2. Finally, Eosell and Eobuy represent the quantities of the accepted sell and buy
orders, respectively.

The DAM results include the MCP for each market time unit of the delivery day,
the net delivery position of each bidding zone, and the acceptance status and ratio (in
case of block orders) of the submitted orders. The DAM results are then interfaced with
the IDM, via the exchange of the necessary information. The latter involve (i) the market
schedules, i.e., the energy schedule resulting from the DAM by taking into account the
accepted orders of the generating units, RES portfolios, load portfolios, pumping units, RES
feed-in-tariff (FiT) portfolios, rooftop photovoltaics, and the virtual balancing entity of the
small connected system of Crete, and (ii) the scheduled imports and exports. The quantities
of the accepted sell and buy orders are reported as physical delivery nominations and
physical off-take nominations [91]. Clearing is performed by EnExClear and occurs based
on the DAM results. The clearing price for every market time unit is settled when the
demand and supply curves aggregated and intersected. Demand is covered for 24 h, 7 days
per week [68,69]. NEMOs apply harmonized limits on maximum and minimum clearing
prices for the DAM that occur from EUPHEMIA. In particular, based on ACER Decision
04/2017, the harmonized maximum MCP for the DAM is set at +4000 EUR/MWh and the
corresponding minimum MCP is set at −500 EUR/MWh [92]. The harmonized prices take
also into account the maximum value of lost load (VoLL) [76].

4.3. Intra-Day Market in Greece

The IDM allows participants to correct their position as we move towards real-time,
especially in cases of changes in the demand or interruption of a power plant, and submit
more accurate short-term forecasts of RES. The Greek IDM enables its participants to
submit sell and buy orders on the day of physical delivery, after the expiry of the DAM
deadline, and by taking into consideration the energy quantities of the FM electricity
products, the DAM results, and the BM limitations [9,85,93]. The design of the Greek IDM
is adapted to implement the pan-European intra-day trading [9,85,93]. The implementation
of the Greek IDM is performed by HEnEx and is separated in two phases [9,85]. In the
first phase, auction sessions are implemented, while during the second phase, continuous
trading occurs both internally and at the borders. Until 21 September 2021, the Greek IDM
performed three local intra-day auctions (LIDAs). The Greek IDM market was not yet
coupled with neighbouring markets in intra-day terms, the cross-border capacity was not
recalculated after DAM, and thus it was not offered to market participants for trading.
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A solution has been provided with the coupling of the Greek IDM with the Italian IDM via
the implementation of complementary regional intra-day auctions (CRIDAs) at first and
the XBID solution afterwards.

In the context of CRIDAs, the admitted products for trading are contracts with the
obligation of physical delivery. The time unit of the CRIDAs equals to one hour [26].
The type of orders in the framework of the three CRIDAs is mainly hourly hybrid orders.
During the three CRIDAs, participants submit buy or sell orders. The first CRIDA (CRIDA 1)
gate opening occurs at 13:00 CET until the gate closure time at 15:00 CET on the day before
the delivery and is executed for all the IDM time units. The second CRIDA (CRIDA 2)
is again executed for all the IDM time units, with the gate opening time set at 15:30 CET
and the gate closure time at 22:00 CET on the day before the delivery. In a similar manner,
the third CRIDA (CRIDA 3) gate opening time is at 22:30 CET on the day before the delivery
and the gate closure time is at 10:00 CET on the delivery day, while it is executed only for
the second half of the IDM time units; see Figure 6. During the execution of the CRIDAs
and until the publication of the results, the order matching between the coupled borders
included in CRIDAs is paused [55] and all orders in both CRIDAs are verified and validated.
The results of the CRIDAs include (i) the acceptance status of each order, (ii) a single net
position for each bidding zone and market time unit, and (iii) the CRIDA clearing price
per bidding zone and per market time unit. The aforementioned results are forwarded to
EnExClear [48,55].

Each CRIDA constitutes an optimization problem that aims at the maximization
of the total social welfare of all markets included in the regional coupling, namely the
maximization of the sum of the surpluses IDM_S of all participants that submit sell and buy
orders in the regional coupling plus the congestion rent IDM_CR that corresponds to the
difference between two neighbouring bidding zones connected through an interconnection
or a cross-zonal corridor [55]. In an algorithmic form, the above-mentioned maximization
problem can be described as provided in Equations (4) and (5). The problem constraints
include the energy balance equation, Equation (3), and any allocation constraints among
the bidding zones in the coupling region [55]. Therefore, the CRIDA problem constitutes a
mixed-integer quadratic programming model, namely a model with continuous and binary
variables, quadratic terms in the objective function, and linear constraints [55,94].

maxp,i(IDM_S(p, i) + IDM_CR(i1, i2)) (4)

maxp,i(|IDM_MCP(i)− Pr(p, i) ∗ E(o)|
+|IDM_MCP(i1)− IDM_MCP(i2)| ∗ |Ei1,i2|) (5)

where IDM_MCP(i) represents the IDM MCP of the respective bidding zone i, Pr(p, i) is
the price of the relative accepted sell or buy order, Eo is the accepted energy quantity of
the relative accepted sell or buy order, and Ei1,i2 stands for the exchanged energy quantity
transferred from the bidding zone with the lower MCP i1 to the bidding zone with the
higher MCP i2.

HEnEx also launched the continuous trading in the framework of XBID on 30 Novem-
ber 2022. During the continuous trading, participants submit buy and sell orders for all the
IDM time units of the delivery day after the gate opening time at 15:00 CET until the gate
closure time that occurs 60 min before each time unit. The latter are considered with 60 min
granularity [55]. It is worth mentioning that 15 min products will be introduced within
the Greek IDM during 2023. In addition, the supported types of orders include regular
orders that represent buy or sell orders with a specific quantity and price, linked orders
that represent group of orders, block orders, and iceberg orders that are regular orders that
are only visible with part of the total quantity in the market while their full quantity is
exposed to the market for matching. The continuous trading solution immediately returns
the information on the matched orders, such as quantity and trading price [55]. In the
IDM matching algorithm, the available order execution restrictions involve none, fill or kill,
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immediate or cancel and all or nothing, while the available order validity restrictions are
good for session and good till date [93].

The IDM in Greece includes the Coordinated Auction Office in South East Europe
(SEE CAO) that was founded in 2014 by TSOs from the region of South East Europe (HOPS,
NOSBiH, CGES, OST, KOSTT, IPTO, TEIAS, and additionally, MEPSO). The SEE CAO
main objective is to perform the explicit allocation of cross-border transmission capacity in
both directions between Control Areas of Participating TSOs, through NTC-based Auction
Processes in accordance with the requirements of Regulation (EC) 714/2009 for accessing
to the network for cross border exchanges in electricity. Within such an approach, SEE
CAO performs an allocation of long-term and daily PTRs on 10 bidding zone borders by
applying harmonised allocation rules, in line with EU Regulation 2016/1719 (FCA GL)
and complying with EU Regulations 543/2013 (EMFIP) and 1227/2011 (REMIT). SEE CAO
has commenced with yearly auctions for 2015 and up to this date is performing capacity
allocation by conduction of coordinated explicit auctions using NTC-based method, on the
entire flow from Croatia to Turkey.

Before clearing, the information obtained within the IDM is transferred to the BM.
The latter includes (i) the scheduled imports and exports on each interconnection to IPTO
in order to calculate any cross-zonal capacity that can be utilized for cross-border balancing
processes, (ii) the final market schedules of each one of the entities, such as generating
units, RES portfolios, load portfolios, pumping units, RES FiT portfolios, as well as rooftop
photovoltaics, and (iii) the virtual balancing entity of the small connected system of Crete,
and (iv) the quantities of the accepted sell and buy orders as physical delivery nominations
and physical off-take nominations [55,84,93]. The clearing of the IDM is performed by
the EnExClear via the calculation of the credits and debits for each participant. For the
CRIDAs, the necessary information involves the MCP per bidding zone, and the accepted
energy quantity of the sell and buy orders of each participant in each market. For the
continuous intra-day trading, the essential information for clearing is considered to include
the price, and the quantity of the trade. In the initial phase before the implementation of
continuous trading, the harmonized maximum and minimum clearing prices were adopted
to converge to the ones of the DAM and therefore were selected as +3000 EUR/MWh and
−500 EUR/MWh, respectively. On 22 September 2021, three CRIDAs were performed
successfully on the Greece–Italy interconnection, thus fulfilling a new milestone after
the DAM coupling. The complete coupling of the Greek IDM was achieved with the
country’s entry into the XBID trading with Italy and Bulgaria on the 30th of November 2022.
According to RAE Decision 440/2019, in the CRIDAs and the XBID phase, the technical
price limits are aligned with the ones to be adopted in the SIDC and therefore are set at
+9.999 EUR/MWh and −9.999 EUR/MWh, respectively [92].

4.4. Balancing Market in Greece

The last part of the integrated electricity market in Greece is the BM, which is critical
for the safety of the system as it has not only economic but mainly physical effects. The BM
in Greece operates through the year for each calendar day, and is based on a unit based,
centralized dispatching model [94,95]. In the context of the BM, BSPs submit bids to the
market per unit, per load zone, and per interconnection border, while IPTO executes an
optimization algorithm in order to issue corresponding orders to each production unit
selected for the provision of each service [94–96]. The BM in Greece is implemented through
three different stages, namely the balancing capacity market, the balancing energy market,
and the imbalances settlement market [64,65]. Currently, the BM in Greece has a small
market share but will increase as the penetration of RES increases [26].

The balancing capacity market is defined as the market in which capacity is offered to
cover the reserve requirements of the system. Balancing capacity offers represent the inten-
tion of the BSPs to provide reserves for the balancing capacity products [79]. The BSPs that
are able to provide capacity include dispatchable generating units. In the framework of the
balancing capacity market, IPTO determines via an optimization mechanism, the so-called
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Integrated Scheduling Programming (ISP), the amount of required reserves for each balanc-
ing capacity product that is deemed necessary for each dispatch period. Participants submit
bids for these products, provided they have the technical capacity to provide them [79,80].
The ISP algorithm takes as input the generation schedule of the DAM as modified by the
IDM, and considers in detail the technical plant operation constraints, the reserve require-
ments, the network constraints, the load, and RES forecasts. The algorithm output is a
commitment schedule that meets the calculated imbalances and the reserve requirements,
and allocates the balancing capacity to the BSPs [26,96]. The aforementioned procedure
ensures that the system has sufficient capacity to provide balancing services in accordance
with the IPTO’s forecasted values.

Participation in the balancing capacity market takes place prior to real-time. The dis-
patch day starts at 00:00 CET of the delivery day and ends at 00:00 CET of the next day.
The duration of the dispatch period is set at 30-min periods [94,95]. The ISP is carried
out three times on a schedule, i.e., once immediately after the execution of CRIDA1 on
15:45 CET on the day before the delivery, covering all dispatch periods of the delivery date
(ISP1), one on 23:00 CET of the day before the delivery, covering all dispatch periods of
the delivery day (ISP2), and one on 11:00 CET, covering the second half of the dispatch
periods of the delivery day (ISP3) [96]; see Figure 6. The results of the ISP clearings are
not binding for its first execution (ISP1), but are binding for the first 24 dispatch periods
of the delivery day for its second execution (ISP2) and for the last 24 dispatch periods of
the delivery day for its third execution (ISP3). IPTO may also execute the ISP on demand
when there are significant changes during the operation of the system (ad-hoc ISP), such as
changes in the forecasted load of RES units, resources availability, etc. The results of the
ad-hoc ISP are binding for the dispatch periods to which they refer. Before the clearing
of the first ISP, participants submit bids both for balancing capacity and for balancing en-
ergy [95,96]. The balancing capacity quantities allocated to each participant are committed
and compensated in the framework of the balancing capacity market, regardless whether
in real-time the BSPs provide balancing energy or not [96]. Participants are compensated
for the balancing capacity quantity they offer from the market clearing on a pay-as-bid
basis every 30 min and are required to commit the respective capacity in order to maintain
a safe margin for system balancing in real-time.

The market design has prescribed the three key balancing capacity products, (i) up-
ward and downward FCR, (ii) upward and downward mFRR, and (iii) upward and down-
ward aFRR [95]. The upward and downward balancing capacity RRQ(t)up and RRQ(t)dn,
in MWh, supplied for the different RR = {FCR, mFRR, aFRR} products by a BSP, for an
imbalance settlement period t are calculated by Equations (6) and (7).

RRQ(t)up = ∑
as

RRC(as, t)upT(t)RR,up (6)

RRQ(t)dn = ∑
as

RRC(as, t)dnT(t)RR,dn (7)

where RRQ(as, t)up stands for the segment as in MW of the upward balancing capacity offer
for the different RRs validated for a BSP, for a dispatch period which includes an imbalance
settlement period t, on the basis of the last ISP execution, whose solution timeframe shall
include that specific imbalance settlement period t, and T(t)RR,up stands for the percentage
of a time period within an imbalance settlement period t when the BSP was available for
the provision of upward RRs in real time, RRQ(as, t)dn stands for the segment as in MW
of the downward balancing capacity offer for the different RRs validated for a BSP, for a
dispatch period which includes an imbalance settlement period t, on the basis of the last
ISP execution, whose solution timeframe shall include that specific imbalance settlement
period t, and T(t)RR,dn stands for the percentage of a time period within an imbalance
settlement period t when the BSP was available for the provision of downward RRs in
real time.
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The volumes of FCR, aFRR, and mFRR reserves are awarded to the market partici-
pants through the ISP, based on the requirements published by IPTO on a 30-min gran-
ularity [26]. The maximum limit for these prices was +3.000 EUR/MWh, while after the
launch of CRIDAs, the prices changed and their maximum and minimum limits are set
at +9.999 EUR/MWh and −9.999 EUR/MWh, respectively [92]. The total remuneration
of all BSPs for the balancing capacity supplied for upward and downward FCR, aFRR,
and mFRR during an imbalance settlement period t, is calculated as given in Equation (8).

BALCAP(t) = ∑
RR

∑
BSPs

RRC(t)up + ∑
RR

∑
BSPs

RRC(t)dn (8)

where

RRC(t)up =
1
4 ∑

RR
∑
as
(RRQ(as, t)upOP(t)RR,up)T(t)RR,up

RRC(t)dn =
1
4 ∑

RR
∑
as
(RRQ(as, t)dnOP(t)RR,dn)T(t)RR,dn

and RRQ(as, t)up =
1
4 ∑

RR
∑
as

RRQ(as, t)upT(t)RR,up

RRQ(as, t)dn =
1
4 ∑

RR
∑
as

RRQ(as, t)dnT(t)RR,dn

In the equations above, RRC(t)up represents the remuneration in EUR of the balancing
capacity supplied by a BSP for upwards RRs, namely FCR(t)up, mFRR(t)up, and aFRR(t)up

in an imbalance settlement period t, and OP(t)RR,up is the price in EUR/MWh of a segment
as of the upward balancing capacity offer for the different RR products of a BSP that has
been validated on the basis of the last execution of the ISP, whose solution timeframe
shall include that specific imbalance settlement period t. In a similar manner, RRC(t)dn

represents the remuneration in EUR of the balancing capacity supplied by a BSP for
downward RRs, namely FCR(t)dn, mFRR(t)dn, and aFRR(t)dn in an imbalance settlement
period t, and OP(t)RR,dn is the price in EUR/MWh of a segment as of the downward
balancing capacity offer for the different RR products of a BSP that has been validated
on the basis of the last execution of the ISP, whose solution timeframe shall include that
specific imbalance settlement period t.

The balancing energy market is defined as a market where participants offer energy,
which is used to maintain the system frequency within a predetermined range, and observe
the electricity exchange with the neighbouring countries [95]. In the context of the balancing
energy market, BSPs are required to submit bids to the market for the necessary balancing
energy products [96]. The balancing energy market, after considering the market schedules
and the state of IPTO in real-time, balances energy supply and demand via the activation of
a proper amount of energy by the respective BSPs [95]; see Figure 6. The involved products
are mFRR and aFRR, based on an automatic load-frequency control mechanism, which
aims at compensating the frequency control error to zero and protect the state operation
of the system [95]. Close to real time, IPTO based on the conducted forecasts activates
the necessary quantities of upward or downward mFRR that correspond to the orders
with the lowest priced bids. In real time, the dispatchable units that can provide aFRR,
receive automatic orders for activation that result from the Automatic General Control
(AGC) function [26]. The activation of balancing energy products by taking into account
the safe system operation, implies changes in electricity generation, a procedure called
redispatching. Generators that provide redispatch receive remuneration at the market
marginal price for the activated balancing energy needed to meet mFRR requirements, while
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the activated aFRR products are remunerated on a pay-as-bid basis [26]. The marginal price
is defined as the higher or lower accepted bid in the mFRR for the upward or downward
mFRR balancing energy, respectively. In case of the aFRR activation, remuneration is
provided every 15 min and the BSPs receive at least the price of the mFRR balancing energy
or the price of the offer of the last accepted bid step if higher. Particularly, IPTO converts
the 30-min energy bids of the ISP into 15-min bids, while participants may submit only
improved bids in relation to the bids submitted at the first ISP, i.e., bids with a lower price
in the case of production unit or bids with a higher price in the case of load [96]. The last
available 15-min energy bids received participate in the real-time balancing energy market,
which is obtained via the Real-time Balancing Market (RTBM) algorithm [26].

The debits or credits ABEC(as, t)mFRR,up and ABE(t)mFRR,dn for the activated upward
and downward balancing energy for mFRR for each BSP and an imbalance settlement
period t are given in Equations (9) and (10).

ABEC(as, t)mFRR,up = ABE(t)mFRR,upBEP(i, t)mFRR,up (9)

ABEC(as, t)mFRR,dn = ABE(t)mFRR,dnBEP(i, t)mFRR,dn (10)

where ABE(t)mFRR,up and ABE(t)mFRR,dn represent the activated upward and downward
balancing energy for mFRR, and BEP(i, t)mFRR,up and BEP(i, t)mFRR,dn is the price for the
upward and downward balancing energy for mFRR, respectively, for the bidding zone i
where the BSP belongs.

Similarly, the debits or credits ABEC(as, t)aFRR,up for the activated upward and down-
ward balancing energy for aFRR for each BSP and an imbalance settlement period t are
calculated by Equations (11) and (12).

ABEC(as, t)aFRR,up = [ABE(t)max(BEP(i, t), OPBE(t))]aFRR,up (11)

ABEC(as, t)aFRR,dn = [ABE(t)min(BEP(i, t), OPBE(t))]aFRR,dn (12)

where ABE(t)aFRR,up and ABE(t)aFRR,dn represent the activated upward and downward
balancing energy for aFRR, BEP(i, t)aFRR,up and BEP(i, t)aFRR,dn are the prices for the up-
ward and downward balancing energy for aFRR, and OPBE(t)aFRR,up and OPBE(t)aFRR,dn

stand for the price of the upward and downward balancing energy offer for aFRR, respec-
tively, for an imbalance settlement period t, and the bidding zone i where the BSP belongs.

Concerning the remuneration of the aforementioned products, from the launch of
the BM on 1 November 2020 and until the continuous trading of SIDC, the maximum
and minimum price limits for balancing energy were defined as +4.240 EUR/MWh and
−4.240 EUR/MWh, respectively, and the maximum and minimum price limits for balancing
capacity were defined as +3.000 EUR/MWh and 0 EUR/MWh, respectively [92]. From the
implementation of Continuous Intra-Day Trading (XBID) onwards the maximum and
minimum price limits for balancing capacity are +9.999 EUR/MWh and 0 EUR/MWh,
respectively [76]. From the implementation of CRIDAs and until inclusion of the IPTO
in one of the European platforms, MARI or PICASSO the maximum and minimum price
limits for balancing energy was changed to +9.999 EUR/MWh and −9.999 EUR/MWh,
respectively [92].

Currently IPTO moves towards reforming the existing BM via its participation in the
two European balancing platforms, namely MARI and PICASSO [80,81]. Both platforms
aim to enhance the local mFRR and aFRR balancing characteristics to be compliant with
the standard products defined at ACER Decision 01/2020. Those platforms are expected
to go-live in Greece in 2022. Especially for the aFRR, the full activation time has to be
amended from 7.5 min to 5 min from December 2024, while the minimum bid size for
balancing is 1 MW, equal to the French TSO’s minimum bid size [32]. Finally, the inclusion
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of IPTO in one of the European platforms (MARI or PICASSO) and up to a maximum of
48 months from the deadline for the implementation of the European MARI and PICASSO
platforms, as defined in Articles 20 and 21 of the EBGL, will change the maximum and
minimum price limits to +15.000 EUR/MWh and −15.000 EUR/MWh, respectively [92].
Forty-eight months after the deadline for the implementation of the European MARI and
PICASSO platforms the maximum and minimum price limits for the balancing energy will
change to +99.999 EUR/MWh and −99.999 EUR/MWh, respectively [92].

The last part of the Greek BM includes, the imbalances settlement market, which takes
place post real-time and aims at the compensation or charge of the energy arising from
any imbalances of the participants in the BM from the last schedule of the market and/or
the dispatch orders, represents the transparent calculation of any imbalanced quantities
and their remuneration [96]. Bids accepted for non-balancing energy purposes, such as
redispatching, voltage control, etc., are excluded from the imbalance price calculation. The
imbalance settlement period is a period for which the imbalances of the BSPs, the balancing
energy market, and the balancing capacity market are set. The imbalance settlement period
has already been set to 15 min since 1 November 2020, while the imbalance price calculation
is already in compliance with the ACER Decision 18/2020 [26].

The imbalance price, IP(t), for an imbalance settlement period t is obtained as the
weighted average price of the activated balancing energy in the predominant direction (up-
ward or downward) for mFRR and aFRR for that imbalance settlement period t. The above-
mentioned weighted average price is given in Equation (13) [95]. The predominant direction
is upward when the activated upward balancing energy for mFRR and aFRR for a specific
imbalance settlement period t is greater than the activated downward balancing energy for
mFRR and aFRR. Similarly, the downward predominant direction is defined.

IP(t) = ∑BSPs ABEC(t)mFRR,pred_dir + ∑BSPs ABEC(t)aFRR,pred_dir

∑BSPs ABE(t)mFRR,pred_dir + ∑BSPs ABE(t)aFRR,pred_dir (13)

where ABEC(t)mFRR,pred_dir and ABEC(t)aFRR,pred_dir represents the debit or credit for

the activated balancing energy for mFRR and aFRR, respectively, in the predominant
direction, while ABE(t)mFRR,pred_dir and ABE(t)aFRR,pred_dir represents the debit or credit
for the activated balancing energy for mFRR and aFRR, respectively, in the predominant
direction, for a BSP and an imbalance settlement period t.

The imbalance amount IMBC(t) for an imbalance settlement period t and a BSP is
defined as shown in Equation (14).

IMBC(t) = FIMB(t)IP(t) (14)

where FIMB(t) is the final imbalance quantity for a BSP and an imbalance settlement
period t. It worth noting, that, in case of a negative imbalance, the corresponding BSP is
required to pay that amount.

5. A Case Study of the Current Market Structure in Greece

Based on the detailed description of the Greek electricity market and taking into
account the numerous data that have been collected from the databases of the Greek Trans-
mition Operator, namely IPTO, the Greek NEMO, HEnEx, and the ENTSO-E Transparency
Platform [97,98], the function of all the different markets has been examined and discussed
within a day of operation, actually on 23rd of September 2021. The selected day is actually
the day after the first performed CRIDAs within the Greek market. On the under investiga-
tion day, the results of the different markets are provided, discussed, and compared. Those
results actually enhance the extensive description of the different markets within the Target
model and help the reader to thoroughly understand their operation. In a second stage,
the results after the XBID integration on 30th of September 2021 are examined for the first
two months of its operation. The results can be used as an indicator of the new IDM struc-
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ture performance. Finally, the actual conducted trades, the resulting prices, and volumes
of all the different markets from the first day of the Target model adoption until today are
given and compared in an attempt to examine the complete market operation in Greece
and identify any challenges that arise.

Concerning the FM, Table 1 contains all the active trades and summary data of trans-
actions carried out on 23 September 2021, such as the total orders, the maximum, minimum
and average prices, and the total quotes submitted by market makers for each trading series.
As it is easily observed, from the 25 register members and the 1 market maker, there have
been 75 submitted orders (41 sell and 34 buy orders) and 20 quotes. From the 75 orders,
only 5 of them, within the “GREBQ421” trading series, were traded and correspond to
a total quantity of 20 MW and an average price of 159.15 EUR/MW, a fact that indicates
the lack of liquidity that the Greek FM faces due to the insignificant contracts between its
entities. The open price of the specific trading series was 159 EUR/MW, while its settlement
price was calculated as 158.76 EUR/MW [97].

Table 1. Greek forward market results on 23 September 2021 [97].

Instrument Total Orders Max Price Min Price AVG Price Total Quotes

GREBM1021 2 157 154 155.5 1
GREBM1121 2 171.5 167.5 169.5 1
GREBQ421 49 160 150.4 158.3 7
GREBY22 2 115 110 112.5 1

GREPM1021 2 164.75 160.25 162.5 1
GREPQ421 16 172.13 166.65 169.27 8
GREPY22 2 122.75 116.25 119.5 1

Regarding the Greek DAM, the production mix comprises the generation by lignite,
GAS, hydro, RES, which are mainly solar and wind power plants represented by RES
aggregators, and imports through cross-border electricity trading (CBT). The demand mix
comprises the domestic load, which is distinguished into low voltage (LV) load, medium
voltage (MV) load, and high voltage (HV) load, the pumping needs of the hydro plants,
the exports through CBT, and the system losses. Figures 7 and 8 depict the total production
involving all the different sources and the total demand of the DAM on 23 September
2021. The production mix, Figure 7, is comprised of 8% lignite (12.77 GWh), 37% GAS
(56.41 GWh), 3% hydro (4.82 GWh), 39% RES (59.43 GWh), and 13% imports (20.46 GWh).
As far as the demand mix, see Figure 8, it includes 14% HV load (21.28 GWh), 22% MV
load (34.31 GWh), 49% LV load (74.74 GWh), 12% exports (18.89 GWh), 1% pump (1 GWh),
and 2% system losses (3.68 GWh). As it is easily seen, the main production is obtained
from GAS and RES units, while the principal demand component results from the LV load.
The total volume exchanged in the framework of the DAM on the selected day is up to
153.7 GWh, a fact that indicates the sufficient liquidity within the DAM [97]. The MPC
occurs based on Equations (1)–(3) when demand and supply curves intersect and the
calculated prices for each DAM time unit are given in Figures 7 and 8 with an average
value of 110.99 EUR/MWh lower that the one of the FM [97].

Regarding CBT on 23 September 2021, Greece has power exchanges with Albania,
North Macedonia, Bulgaria, Turkey, and Italy [99]. The net transfer capacity, i.e., the
maximum exchange between two areas, on the selected day in each interconnection, are
given as: (i) for the Albanian border equals 300 MW for both imports and exports, for the
North Macedonian border equals 400 MW (both imports and exports), (ii) for Bulgarian
border equals 618 MW from 00:00 CET to 13:00 CET, 600 MW from 13:00 to 15:00 and
618 MW from 15:00 CET to 00:00 CET for imports and 515 MW from 00:00 CET to 09:00 CET,
500 MW from 09:00 CET to 16:00 CET and 515 MW from 16:00 CET to 00:00 CET for exports,
(iii) for the Turkish border equals 100 MW for imports and 216 MW for exports, and (iv) for
the Italian border equal to 500 MW for both imports and exports. In the framework of
the Greek DAM, the scheduled imported and exported volumes of energy per border are
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presented in Figure 9. It can be observed that the majority of the scheduled imported
quantities are from Bulgaria (48%), while the majority of the scheduled exported quantities
correspond to Italy (64%). The total scheduled imported volume of energy is 20.46 GWh
and the total scheduled exported volume of energy is 18.89 GWh for the selected day,
respectively [97].

Figure 7. Greek DAM results per market time unit on 23 September 2021 [97].

Figure 8. Greek DAM results per market time unit on 23 September 2021 [97].
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Figure 9. The scheduled volumes for imports and exports within the Greek DAM on 23 September
2021 [97].

In the Greek IDM, trading occurs via hybrid, block, and market coupling orders
and the obtained results of the three performed CRIDAs are provided in Figures 10–12.
Particularly, Figure 10, related to the first CRIDA results, shows the total production
involving all the different sources and the total demand for each time unit of the IDM.
The aforementioned mix as far as the sell orders is comprised of 56% GAS (278.57 MWh),
30% RES (149.55 MWh), 6% imports (31.2 MWh), and 7% LV production (35.25 MWh).
As far as the volume mix of the buy orders goes, it includes 2% HV load (9 MWh), 82% LV
load (407.81 MWh), and 16% RES demand (77.78 MWh). Again, GAS units are the main
production units, while LV load are close to the total demand in the IDM. As it is easily
observed, the energy volumes within the IDM are minor compared to the ones of the DAM,
a fact that highlights its low liquidity. The calculated MCP values, Equations (3)–(5), for the
first CRIDA, are given in Figure 10 with an average value of 107.17 EUR/MWh, which is
close to the one of the DAM [97].

The results of the second performed CRIDA on 23 September 2021 are provided in
Figure 11. In this case, the volume mix of sell orders contains 7% lignite (87.89 MWh), 29%
GAS (384.26 MWh), 8% RES (99.88 MWh), 6% imports (72.9 MWh), 7% MV production
(95.41 MWh), 6% LV production (79.33 MWh), and 38% pumping (500 MWh). The volume
mix of the buy orders includes 58% GAS (768 MWh), 22% hydro (290 MWh), 18% RES
(236.84 MWh), and 2% LV load (24.6 MWh). In the second CRIDA, the production mix is again
dominated by GAS units, while in the demand mix pumping units are the main components.
The resulting MCP values for the second CRIDA are given in Figure 11 with an average
value of 105.11 EUR/MWh [97]. For the third CRIDA, the results for the second half of the
market time units are depicted in Figure 12. The volume mix of the sell orders is comprised
of 32% GAS (110.43 MWh), 9% RES (32.55 MWh), 2% MV production (6 MWh), and 57%
LV production (201.51 MWh). The corresponding volume mix of buy orders includes 38%
RES (134.3 MWh), 25% MV load (88.17 MWh), 7% LV load (21.92 MWh), and 30% exports
(104.1 MWh). In the third CRIDA, GAS and LV load are the dominant components for
production and consumption, respectively. The calculated MCP for the third CRIDA is given
in Figure 12 with an average value of 118.26 EUR/MWh [97]. The total volume within the
three CRIDAs are 494.57 MWh, 1319.78 MWh, and 350.49 MWh, respectively [97]. It is worth
mentioning that besides the complete low liquidity within the IDM, the CBT also takes the
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trivial volume of 79.33 MWh, a fact that highlights the importance of adopting a continuous
trading both for internal and at the borders trading.

Figure 10. The first CRIDA results within the Greek IDM on 23 September 2021 [97].

Figure 11. The second CRIDA results within the Greek IDM on 23 September 2021 [97].
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Figure 12. The third CRIDA results within the Greek IDM on 23 September 2021 [97].

Concerning the BM in Greece, the main results are obtained from the three conducted
ISPs. Therefore, for the examined day, all the ISP results are gathered and provided in
Figures 13–15. In the first ISP that is performed based on the DAM, the results are given
in Figure 13 and includes the volume mix of the activated reserves in both directions
(upward and downward) for balancing, i.e., aFRR, mFRR, and FCR, with a total value
of 35.98 GW [98]. The aforementioned mix includes 4% FCR products (1.13 GW), 46%
aFRR products (12.19 GW), and 50% mFRR products (13.32 GW) for the upward direction,
and 13% FCR products (1.13 GW), 34% aFRR products (2.94 GW), and 53% mFRR products
(4.58 GW) for the downward direction. The results of the second ISP, see Figure 14, involve
4% FCR products (1.13 GW), 47% aFRR product (12.68 GW), and 49% mFRR products
(13.18 GW) towards the upward direction, and 13% FCR products (1.13 GW), 35% aFRR
products (2.94 GW), and 52% mFRR products (4.32 GW) in the downward direction. The to-
tal balancing capacity in the framework of the second ISP was 37.2 GW [98]. In a similar
manner, the obtained volume mix of the third ISP, Figure 15, is 22.7 GW and is comprised of
35% FCR products (0.56 GW), 47.5% aFRR products (7.38 GW), and 49.5% mFRR products
(7.63 GW) for the upward direction, and 13.5% FCR products (0.56 GW), 35% aFRR products
(1.49 GW), and 51.5% mFRR products (2.16 GW) in the downward direction. Figures 13–15
also depict the total balancing capacity and the resulting settlement prices (SPs) of the
conducted ISPs. The results show that within the volatile real-time environment of the BM
a large volume is traded that it is preferable to decrease in the future towards achieving a
more stable market outcome. Additionally, it is easily observed that the activated reserves
consist of mainly aFRR and mFRR products in all ISPs, while the three calculated SPs
of the conducted ISPs have minor deviations. The average values of the resulting SPs
are calculated as 38.86 EURMW, 41.82 EUR/MW, and 55.85 EUR/MW, respectively [98].
The average percentage value of the activated reserve products within the BM are given in
Figure 16 which again verifies the dominance of mFRR and aFRR products in the balancing
capacity market.

After the balancing capacity market, the balancing energy market is performed, which
is used to maintain the system frequency within a predetermined range. The results of the
balancing energy market are given in Figure 17. The results involve the activated balancing
energy products, i.e., aFRR, mFRR, the total activated balancing energy, and the imbalance
price (IP). The balancing energy market products are 15-min products in contrary to the
other markets, which involve 30-min products. The total activated balancing energy is
5.12 GWh towards upward direction and 9.19 GWh towards downward direction. The vol-
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ume mix of the activated balancing energy market is comprised of 52.4% aFRR products
(1.25 GWh upwards and 1.59 GWh downwards), and 47.6% mFRR products (1.24 GWh
upwards and 2.94 GWh downwards). Additionally, it is noticed that the dominant direction
of the activated balancing energy products, see Figure 17, changes within the performed
balancing energy market, a fact that affects the resulting IP. The latter is obtained based on
Equations (6)–(14), with an average value of 81.88 EUR/MWh [98].

Figure 13. The first ISP results within the Greek balancing capacity market on 23 September 2021 [98].

Figure 14. The second ISP results within the Greek balancing capacity market on 23 September 2021 [98].
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Figure 15. The third ISP results within the Greek balancing capacity market on 23 September 2021 [98].

Figure 16. The average values of the activated reserves within the Greek balancing capacity market
on 23 September 2021 [98].

Figure 17. Balancing energy market results on 23 September 2021 [98].
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To further investigate the provided results, based on IPTO data [98], the actual system
load and its forecasts are as shown in Figure 18, while the RES production and its forecasts
are given in Figure 19. The observed deviation between the forecasted and the actual
values of both the system load and RES production vastly affect the operation of the
conducted sequence of markets, the unit commitment procedure, the reserve management,
the conducted economic dispatch, and the maintenance schedules. Therefore, the observed
deviation between the market results with the real-time time data can be justified in a great
extent from the unsatisfying load and RES productions forecasts.

Figure 18. The actual system load on 23 September 2021 [98].

Figure 19. The actual volumes of RES production on 23 September 2021 [98].

In addition, for the investigation day, the actual import and export volumes from or
to the neighbouring countries are provided in Figure 20. The latter depicts that there are
considerable deviations compared to the scheduled CBT within the DAM, while at the
same time it is ensured that the countries which Greece mainly imports electricity from are
Turkey and Bulgaria, and exports towards Italy and Albania.
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Figure 20. The actual volumes of the conducted imports and exports on 23 September 2021 [98].

Finally, Figure 21 provides the actual production and consumption mix on 23 Septem-
ber 2021. The latter reinforces the observation that the main production is obtained from
GAS and RES units, while the main demand occurs from LV loads. The price fluctuation of
GAS units that have a considerable share of the total production vastly affects the resulting
prices within the energy market sequence. Therefore, it is of great importance to decrease
the Greek market dependence on GAS imports.

Figure 21. The actual production and consumption mix on 23 September 2021 [98].

In order to showcase the changes in the IDM after the launch of the XBID adoption,
both the continuous intraday trading and the existing CRIDAs are examined. In Figure 22,
the results of the IDM with an hourly resolution for the first two months of the XBID
adoption are given. The latter involve the total traded energy volume via both the XBID
solution and the CRIDAs and the resulting prices of each approach. As it is easily observed,
the volume traded within the XBID market is many times over that of CRIDAs, a fact that
indicates the increase of the complete IDM liquidity. The increase in the IDM liquidity leads
to a lower price environment, which affects the market participation in a positive way.
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Figure 22. The volumes traded and the resulting prices within the IDM via the CRIDAs and the XBID
solution (December 2022–January 2023) [97,98].

Finally, the complete market performance from the first day of the Target Model
implementation until today is examined. In Figure 23, the average volumes of the complete
sequence of markets after the adoption of the Target Model are provided. It is worth
noting that the traded volumes before the XBID integration within the DAM was 95.5%
of the total traded energy, while the involved volumes into the IDM and BM were 0.5%
and 4%, respectively. The latter verify the high liquidity and satisfactory operation of the
DAM, and the extreme lack of liquidity within the Greek IDM since the traded energy
within that market is almost zero. After the adoption of the XBID solution, the traded
volume percentages within the different markets change; i.e., the percentage of traded
volumes within the DAM to the total traded volumes decreased to 92.2%, while the relative
percentages to the IDM and the BM changed to 7.2% and 0.6%, respectively. As it is easily
observed, the IDM liquidity has been vastly increased after the XBID adoption. In addition,
it is also observed that the BM had a sufficient volume percentage, which decreased to
a close to zero value after the XBID adoption (traded volume moved from BM to IDM),
a satisfactory operation indicator considering that within the real-time environment of the
BM energy trading is avoided. The latter is expected since with the continuous trading,
RES immediately fully assume balancing responsibility for the full amount of deviations
they may cause and choose to transact within the IDM.

As far as the average prices of the DAM and the IDM, see Figure 24, it is observed
that they take close values with insignificant deviations for each month, a fact that again
ensures the satisfactory remuneration of the under investigation markets. Additionally,
the resulting IP values take in some cases higher average values than the ones of the DAM
and IDM, a fact that indicates the high pricing environment of the BM. The latter is justified
since the BM handles energy volumes in real-time when unpredictable changes can occur
and jeopardize the stable operation of the grid. Finally, it is worth mentioning that prices of
all consequent markets vastly increase the last months of the Target Model operation, a fact
that occurs mainly due to the energy crises that Europe is currently facing.
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Figure 23. The average volumes traded within the DAM, the IDM, and the BM (November 2020–
November 2021) [97,98].

Figure 24. The average prices of the DAM, the IDM, and the BM (November 2020–November
2021) [97,98].

6. The Identified Challenges in the Greek Electricity Market and the
Proposed Reforms

The previously described and analysed market structure is currently in place on the
electricity sector in Greece and operates in a quite successful manner under the supervision
of HEnEx, IPTO, and all the relevant NEMOs. However, several challenges arose after
the application of the Target Model, the SDAC, and the SIDC solution accompanied by
the increasing penetration of RES, and the necessity for the consumers involvement in
the market procedure [27]. All those reasons hinder the smooth and reliable operation
of the market, while simultaneously encumbering its improvement towards achieving
full compliance with the EU archetypes. In that framework, a variety of measures was
considered aiming to overcome the aforementioned challenges and enhance the successful
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operation of both the electricity market and the grid in Greece [27]. To specify the identified
challenges in the Greek electricity market, one has to delve into its different subparts,
i.e., the FM, DAM, IDM, and BM.

Concerning the capacity FM in Greece, it has no liquidity after its launch on March
2020 since there are no significant contracts between different entities [52]. The DAM started
operating under the current structure on 1 November 2020. Since then, sufficient liquidity
has been observed within this market, coupling operated smoothly, and the market prices
have been cost-reflective [23,26]. However, it has been noticed that the submitted bids for
each unit within the DAM receive simple, piece-wise constant, ascending price values,
limited by the marginal costs of the under consideration units. Furthermore, the IDM,
in the first period of its operation, has limited liquidity [23,26,100]. The latter has been
resolved to a great extent with the coupling of the Greek IDM with the Italian one through
CRIDAs implementation, the continuous intra-day trading with the countries within the
SIDC solution, and the inclusion of RES as full responsible balancing parties. However,
the coupling of IDM of Greece with its non-EU neighbouring countries, and the incomplete
regulatory framework for RES and consumers participation in the market are still reasons
that encumber the improvement of the IDM liquidity. Concerning the non-EU countries,
IPTO has started relevant discussions with the neighbouring non-EU TSOs and SEE CAO.
The current plan foresees the intra-day PTR auctions for the non-EU bidding zone borders
to be launched during 2023 [55]. Finally, considering the BM operation it has been observed
that the resulting prices from the new market structure are significantly higher than the one
calculated from the previously adopted market scheme [23]. It is worth noting that the total
amount of balancing energy remuneration is several times higher than the total amount of
balancing capacity remuneration, as shown in Figures 13–17, due to the high magnitude of
deviations between the real-time generation schedule and the one derived from the DAM.
There has also been a network limitation in Peloponnese due to a delay of completion of
the high voltage grid line, which sometimes made the real-time operation of units located
in Peloponnese impossible at the capacity considered within the DAM [26]. Another cause
of deviations relates to over-voltage issues occurring in the Northern system of Greece at
low load times, which implies must-run instructions for a few lignite plants to maintain
voltages within a reliable range. After observing excessive remuneration of balancing
energy in the first months of the Target Model operation, RAE established Decision 54/2021
and applied a cap on bids for downward changes in the balancing energy market [101].

In order to further assist the operation of all the aforementioned markets, several mea-
sures have been considered, besides the aforementioned cap. In the category of structural
measures, the introduction of additional participation in the market, such as RES, DSR,
and storage, is expected to improve its current operation [102–104]. In particular, the DSR
participation, i.e., the involvement of consumers in the grid mechanisms, can assist with
the balanced and safe operation of the grid, while at the same time it could result in more
flexible and elastic prices of the demand bids [28,29,105]. Currently, DSR participation is
considered in the rules of the DAM [55]. However, it is at present encumbered, mainly due
to the lack of appropriate capacity calculation rules and mechanisms for the interconnection
of Greece with the non-EU neighbouring countries. As far as the BM, IPTO enhanced the
existing regulating framework towards involving DSR participation via mFRR products.
Besides the planned reform of the grid, the Greek DSO, namely HEDNO, plans to install
7.5 million smart power meters to replace conventional meters around the country, which
are able to provide real-time data at the side of the consumer [106,107]. Those real-time
data will enable consumers that actually are the load representatives to move towards
submitting dynamic bids and abandon the existing constant tariffs. The resulting dynamic
pricing could be further supported by the DSR participation from individual consumers
that are willing to invest on the smart meters and the retail market competition.

Concerning the efficient RES participation in the BM, the relative regulatory framework
is expected to be completed during 2023. Currently, feed-in-tariff (FiT) RES do not have
balancing responsibility. Imbalances for the FiT RES are credited/debited to DAPEEP which
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is the RES operator in Greece. Feed-in-premium (FiP) RES currently have full balancing
responsibility after the XBID adoption. Until then, FiP RES are credited/debited for their
imbalance quantity with DAM price. RES supported by FiT contracts that have terminated
are subject to balancing responsibility and balancing prices. The same applies to DAPEEP
as an aggregator of RES units supported by FiT [108,109]. Market-based RES, which are
RES without any subsidy, already have balancing responsibility [27]. Storage participation
is at present limited only in hydro storage units that can provide only mFRR services due
to their inflexible on–off operation. IPTO plans to reform the current regulatory framework
in order to involve battery storage systems that can provide not only mFRR but also aFRR,
FCR, and voltage control services [26]. The adaptation of additional constraints in the
ISP algorithm is also under consideration to accommodate the participation of storage,
including hydro pumps and batteries. In the Greek IDM, the related storage participation
regulatory framework is currently under preparation by the Greek Ministry and is expected
to be finalized by 2023 [26]. At present, a transitory procedure is applied by the licensing of
storage participation.

Another measure that is considered within the latest market reform plan [26] in order
to preserve and increase the liquidity of the market sequence is the adoption of percentage
limitations on the traded energy in the market framework. Within the FM, a threshold of
40% was applied until the end of 2021 on bilateral OTC contracts with physical delivery,
the so-called nominations, the latter aiming to represent at least the specified amount of
the suppliers portfolio. The aforementioned measure applies only on nominations and not
on all the FM products and aims at impeding large-scale suppliers to bypass the existing
market mechanisms. This percentage applies to all participants, except for the Public Power
Corporation S.A., which has the major market share and will continue with a threshold of
20% until 31 December 2022 [87]. Percentage limitations are also considered in the DAM
and the IDM as well. Specifically, for each supplier with a retail market share exceeding a
X% threshold, the percentage of energy quantities purchased under accepted DAM buy
orders may not exceed an A% threshold. The X% and A% values are set annually by a RAE
Decision. Following a proposal of HEnEx and for 2022, these values have been set to 4%
and 40%, respectively [55].

Other market-oriented measures of the market reform plan [26] are related to the
bidding procedure. The replacement of the existing unit-based bidding with a portfolio-
based one can be considered in all IDM, DAM, and BM. Such an improvement could
allow market participants to configure their portfolios and serve bilateral contracts by
taking into account the necessity for reserve provision and the resulting balancing costs.
Additionally, in the Greek DAM, several bid forms are allowed, including hybrid orders,
block orders, linked block orders and exclusive group of block orders. Complex orders
are not yet considered in the DAM and only trivial bids that reflect the marginal costs are
applied, mainly due to the risk of increasing the complexity of EUPHEMIA algorithm.
The introduction of complex bids in the DAM could enable participants to pre-empt the
imbalances that result from the deviations between the DAM and the central scheduling
ISP algorithm and minimize their exposure to imbalancing costs.

Furthermore, the proposal of new platforms and the extension of the existing ones
could facilitate the efficient and reliable operation of the complete market. A first im-
provement of the existing trading platform could provide support auctions, information,
and trade-board services with access to several exchanges [26,110]. Some software exten-
sion and proposal of new products dedicated to hedging risks could also upgrade the
existing FM platform. In addition, the implementation of a separate specialized FM plat-
form is expected until the end of 2023. The latter will involve nominations enriched with
Renewable Energy Systems—Power Purchase Agreements (RES-PPAs) and other complex
portfolios. To expand the nominations of portfolios in the DAM, a nomination platform
would be established, able to allow nominating awarded balancing capacity intended to be
available within the ISP, and which will further facilitate supporting portfolio bidding in
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the auctions and secondary capacity trading. However, such a reform in the BM is not yet
mature [26].

Complementary measures involve the procurement of reserve capacity in the DAM,
flagging of redispatching, and introduction of a storage pricing function in the BM frame-
work [30,107]. Flagging of redispatching is a mechanism used to distinguish energy and
non-energy products, aiming to minimize the impact of the non-energy products remu-
neration within the BM and consequently eliminate their effects on the market prices of
balancing energy [107]. The application of such a mechanism necessitates complex ma-
nipulations both for its implementation and its integration in the software and algorithms
performed within the BM. In that framework, the application of a shortage pricing function
on the balancing energy quantity could recover an amount of the balancing services costs.
The fundamental idea of using such a shortage function is to limit the prices up to a prede-
fined value, namely the VoLL, in times of scarcity [26,31]. The proposed shortage pricing
function can be calculated via the co-optimization of both balancing energy and reserves
that ensure the alignment of the energy balancing price and imbalance settlement price.
Currently, in Greece, the implementation and application of such a shortage function is un-
der examination [26]. However, reforms towards the new electricity market requires a new
study for its implementation. Finally, concerning the procurement of the reserve capacity
in the DAM it is considered to be implemented via separate auctions. Those auctions will
facilitate the market participants to pre-empt the balancing capacity quantities that will
be used in real-time within the balancing capacity market and consequently will lead to
convergence of the results concluded by the DAM and the ISP algorithm [85]. In such way,
both the overall costs and redispatching are expected to be minimized.

7. Conclusions

In the present study, the benchmark model for the EU electricity markets, the so-called
Target Model, is thoroughly discussed and analysed. Such an analysis set the basis for
providing the current market status in Greece in accordance to the Target Model via the
implementation of the four consecutive markets, namely the FM, the DAM, the IDM,
and the BM. The operation of the new structured market has been examined via an intricate
case study that shows an overview of the Greek market and its dynamics within a day of
operation. The day chosen is the next day on which the performance of CRIDAs took place
in the Greek market. In addition, real market data as obtained from the entire period after
the implementation of the EU target model in the Greek electricity market are also presented.
Based on the functioning of the integrated European market in other EU countries, this
is a sufficient period to gather proper results of the Target Model operation in Greece.
The analysis of the present study is based on those real market data, as published from IPTO,
HEnEX, and the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform and covers the complete sequence of
markets that operate in Greece. The obtained results show that the current market structure
is compliant to the adopted Target Model and operates in a quite satisfactory manner.

Nevertheless, several challenges have arisen such as liquidity issues, discrepancies
between the DAM volumes and the real-time generation schedules, considerable need for
redispatching due to the network constraints, etc., which are presented and analysed in
detail. In particular, the historical data of the DAM prices, in the first six months under
study, were lower compared to the recent previous years in the corresponding months.
This is an expected benefit as the consumer is coupled with the cheapest generation in
Europe, and consumers benefit from lower balancing costs accordingly. Despite the fact
that the DAM, IDM, and IP prices have started to rise in the last months mainly due to the
energy crisis in Europe and the limited electricity interconnection capacity of the country,
the market is seen to mature rapidly and become capable of handling its own dynamics.
This results from the fact that overall capacity reserve requirements are reduced, and the
simultaneous activation of balancing energy is better managed, resulting in lower prices
offered by market participants in the BM market. However, RES and consumer load might
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affect the cost of the BM and wholesale prices, mainly due to the deviation between the
forecasted and the actual values of both the system load and RES production.

In addition, the limited IDM liquidity negatively affects the resulting prices. To that
end, several measures aiming to overcome the majority of the emerging challenges are
proposed and thoroughly discussed, such as reduction of the dependence of electricity
bills on short-term fossil fuel prices and strengthening the development of renewable
energy projects, improving the operation of the market to secure supply and fully exploit
alternative energy sources, strengthening consumer protection, and improving market
transparency and supervision.

Finally, the Target Model market implementation in Greece and the coupling of Greek
IDM with the Bulgarian market, followed by the coupling with the Italian market combined
with the implementation of MARI and PICASSO platforms and the coupling with the
non-EU countries, is expected to provide even more significant benefits that will gradually
emerge, such as an increase in consequent market liquidity, greater price convergence of
the Greek market with neighbouring countries, the establishment of a more transparent
framework for market costs, a more qualitative operation of the electricity system through
a more efficient use of interconnections, increased access to cheaper energy sources and
increased possibility to trade electricity from RES. All these benefits will further strengthen
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), especially by positively affecting SDG 7 (af-
fordable and clean energy), SDG 8 (decent work and economic growth), SDG 9 (industry,
innovation and infrastructure), SDG 12 (responsible production and consumption), and
SDG 13 (climate action) through electricity prices that will decrease mainly due to the
increase in demand for electricity from renewable sources.
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